POSSIBILITY OF IMPROVING COMPUTATIONAL THINKING THROUGH ACTIVITY BASED LEARNING STRATEGY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
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ABSTRACT

As computational thinking is the basic ability for everyone to learn, it is the essential preparation for future to educate young children with computational thinking. Activity-based learning strategies are a strategy to help cognitive growth of young children, and it can lead their learning effectively through specific manipulation activities and concrete expressions. Therefore, in this study, we selected a topic called ‘Ladybug is going to find a way’ that is familiar to young children and appropriate for learning computational thinking. Based on the an activity-based learning strategy for young children, the activity-based program for computational thinking is consisted through the game using ladybug toys, the robot ladybug and concrete expressive activities. The studies progressed with three young children who were 5 years old and nine young children who were 6 years old. As a result, young children who participated in the computational thinking learning program using an activity-based learning strategy learned the subject with high interest in the class, and we found that this class could help improve the young children’s computational thinking.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computational thinking is a fundamental thinking and skill that anyone can learn and use. It is not for making children computer engineers, but it is the core competencies needed by all the people [1]. There are several studies to guide the computational thinking for young children. TangibleK robotics program is a helpful for developing computational thinking for kindergarten children. As young children assemble wooden blocks, they can make robot move [2]. Portelance and Bers(2015) teach fundamental computational thinking concepts of young children using the Scratch Jr and present a technique for assessing the learning of computational thinking [3]. Activity based learning can be an appropriate learning method for young children as a way to teach computational thinking. For example, Bell, Witten, and Fellows(1988) introduced computer science to young children through off-line activities. He introduced computer science for young children through games and off-line activities for all ages [4]. Some unplugged activities can be an activity based learning. Activity-based learning strategies inspire young children to associate with their surroundings [5], and activities can help motivate them [6]. Activity-based teaching is to integrate some types of activity in the planned class, and this activity can range widely from real-life experiences to performing tasks [6]. Developmental cognitive theory that providing specific description to young children can enhance their study suggests the basis for the potential effects of activity-based teaching strategies [5,7,8]. Brunner(1964) states that children's cognitive processes are presented in three stages as they grow and the younger the children are the they depend on perceptual attributes [7]. Brunner(1964) said that when learners cannot get the meaning and understanding in higher levels of representation, they try to get it at lower levels of representation. Specifically, if young children have difficulty in understanding the symbolic explanation, providing a specific description
expression can improve their understanding [5,7]. Also, according to Piaget's cognitive development theory, children who ages 2 to 7 are in the pre-operational stage and think self-centered [9]. Therefore, it is necessary for young children of this age to directly exercise through concrete objects and to experience directly from their own viewpoints, and this activity-based learning strategy can lead to effective learning of them.

In order to construct a computational thinking education program that is tailored to a learning strategy for young children, we first select a learning topic that can introduce young children to a computational thinking that is familiar in life, construct the topic according to the activity-based learning strategy, and select appropriate learning tools and teaching aids that match learning strategy. Therefore, in this study, a program for learning the computational thinking was constructed through this procedure. In the course of constructing the program, a part of the contents of the British textbooks were applied and modified. By applying this program to the 5, 6 year olds, we explored the possibility of improving interest in computing and computational thinking for young children.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Computational thinking

Although computational thinking is emerging as an important concern, there is little consensus on the definition of computational thinking as to what should be included in computational thinking [10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

Wing [1] says that computational thinking is about designing complex systems or solving difficult problems through abstraction and decomposition. Wing has proposed computing as a core competency that everyone should have, not simply repetitive technologies. Isbell et al. [15] used the term "computationalist thinking" to discuss the thinking of a computationist. Isbell et al. focused more on providing sevices, interfaces, and behaviors than finding answers, and wanted to add a modeling approach to phenomena to the discussion of wing. The ITEST Working Group[16] also notes that computational thinking involves thinking about defining and defining the basic ways of thinking in the digital age, and Bundy [17] points out that computational thinking influences almost all disciplines, including science and the humanities

And García-Peñalvo [18] emphasized that computational thinking is emphasized as an algorithmic approach to applying high-level abstraction and solving all sorts of problems.

Based on these various discussions, computational thinking is considered to be a basic idea which is, necessary for future age, and it is requisite to solve the problem that we face in everyday life.

2.2 Computational thinking for young children

As Wing's first definition of computational thinking, we can solve the problems that we face and design the system though computational thinking, and Computational thinking is the way to understand human behavior by using basic concepts of computing [1]. Computational thinking is a type of analytical thinking. It uses mathematical thinking, engineering thinking, and scientific thinking in the general way. Computational thinking is not only for computer scientists, but also for everyone[19]. The study of computational thinking makes it better for all students in the virtual and real world to make a concept of problems and analyze and solve them by selecting and applying proper strategies and tools [20]. Research has been conducted in a variety of ways to facilitate the development of computational thinking for young children. There have been studies showing that 4-year-olds children can understand basic computer programming concepts and can construct simple robots [2, 20, 21]. Bers(2010) tried to cultivate the computational thinking of young children through the process of arranging physical objects in a tangible language and connecting them to computers, rather than relying on pictures and words on the computer screen[2]. Also, using educational robots letting young children predict where the small robots will go and move the robots, it can present interesting problems for young children. Educational robots can also be used for young children. It can be presented interesting problems for young children by allowing young children to predict where the small robots will go and to move the robots. A series of processes that determine what commands to give the robot are introduced as "concrete programming" [22].

2.3 Curriculum Of Computational Thinking For Young Children

According to K-12 Standards, the part of computational thinking consists of problem solving, algorithms, data representation, modeling and simulation, abstraction, and connections to other
fields. In level 1, students are required to use technology resources to solve problems appropriate to their age, to use writing tools and drawing tools, and to show how 1 and 0 can be used to express information [23].

In the United Kingdom, compulsory computing education is mandatory from the age of 5-16 [24,25], and at Key Stage 1, which is the fifth generation of UK computing textbooks, the educational goals are to know what algorithms are, to understand how program execute and to produce simple programs, to predict the execution of simple programs through inference, to use techniques to create, organize, edit, and search digital content, and to understand the use of information technology outside the school [26]. Code.org introduces the term ‘algorithm’ in Process 1, which is recommended for 4-6 year-old children, and allows children to present a set of directions to reach their goals. Unplugged activities and a set of programming activities provided by code.org are used in combination. The course also introduces sequencing, debugging, a single loops, and events [27].

2.4 Activity based learning strategies

Activity-based learning strategies are learning approaches that inspire students to interact physically with objects related to learning [13]. Activity-based learning strategies can be applied to language, mathematics, and science [5]. For example, you can use a manipulator that calculates money to calculate the amount of money, and Activity-based learning strategies can also be applied in experiments that test the effects of various materials related to objects submerged in water [28].

The use of Manipulation has long been recognized as necessary, enabling students to learn more easily by using manipulators to convey information, using materials to activate real knowledge, and enhancing memory through physical activity [29]. The study of activity-based learning strategies for young children found that it can improve students' listening and reading comprehension. Through activity-based learning strategies, children's recall was more effective through listening strategies [5]. In mathematics, activity-based learning strategies were appropriate for early elementary-age children, albeit through older studies [28]. In addition, activity-based learning strategies for specific probability concepts were more effective than traditional learning methods [30]. In the study of using meta-analysis, manipulation strategies help students achieve their assignments better in science [31]. As a result, activity-based learning strategies, which will contribute to the student achievement, will be possible in the areas of language, mathematics, and science.

Since computational thinking, mathematics, and scientific thinking are interrelated, activity-based learning strategies they are expected to be useful in computational thinking learning, and related research is needed.

3. COMPUTING LESSON PROGRAM USING ACTIVITY BASED LEARNING

3.1 Computing Lesson Program Development Procedure

In order to develop a computational thinking education program, first, appropriate learning topics should be selected to introduce computational thinking, and second, proper teaching and learning strategies to teach the subject should be selected and appropriate learning tools should be selected [32]. Since the activity-based learning strategy was selected first, this program selects the topics that are suitable for the activity-based learning strategy among the learning topics that can teach the computational thinking. After that, we construct the selected topics according to the activity-based learning strategies and selected tools and teaching aids.

3.2 Selecting a learning topic

In this study, 'Find to go to the Way' was selected as a learning topic suitable for activity based learning strategy and introducing computational thinking. At code.org, the 'Flurbs' character finds the fruit in the first unit 'Happy Maps' from 'Course 1', which is recommended for 4-6 year olds [33], and Bee-Bot finds the treasure in Key Stage 1, unit 1.1 of the UK curriculum [26]. In order to solve the problem of 'Finding the way', it is possible to show the process of going to the destination by dividing the step by step using the directions such as right, left, up and down. In this process, young children have algorithmic thinking that they figure out a series of steps to solve the problem. Also, the process of symbolizing right, left, up, and down instructions through consensus with young children may also lead to young children's abstract thinking limitedly. Above all, 'Finding the way' is a learning topic suitable for
'Activity-based Learning Strategy' as a learning topic that is easy for young children to directly experience activities that are closely related to the daily life experiences of them.

3.3 Activity Based Learning Strategy

As a strategy for activity-based learning in designing a computing lesson for young children, we tried to construct direct activities through concrete and activities that directly experience from their own viewpoints. First, for direct activity through concrete, we selected ladybugs, one of the interesting insects of young children, provided insect toys and construct games using insect toys. In addition, we applied the contents of unit 1.1 'We are treasure hunter' in the UK Computing Curriculum Key Stage 1. We programmed the NXT instead of using Bee-bot in unit 1.1 and decorated them with ladybugs. NXT is larger than Bee-bot. And it has the advantage of using other programming in any other way. Second, for the activity to directly experience from the viewpoint of oneself, we applied the contents of unit 1.1 ‘We are treasure hunters’ in Key Stage 1 of the UK curriculum. We tried to improve the effect of learning through the activity that young children become a ladybug and find food themselves.

3.4 Contents Of Program

In order to increase the interest of children on the theme of ‘Finding the way’, we organized a program called “Ladybugs searching for a way” by choosing "Ladybugs" among the insects that children are interested in. Part of the program composition was applied, and modified the content of unit 1.1 ‘We are treasure hunters’ in Key Stage 1 of UK computing course.

In the first lesson, we prepared boards and little ladybug and aphid’s toys. Children played the rock-paper-scissors and let the ladybugs hold fast to eat the aphids toy. In the second lesson, children let their friends know where to go to eat food by telling 'right', 'left', 'forward'. The three periods were agreed with symbols indicating the activity. Children do activity to write down signs of the way that a ladybug catches aphids, and they move ladybugs NXT robot as they wrote symbols. In the fourth lesson, children indicated by the symbol to catch a brief glow aphids and they actually moves the Ladybugs NXT robot using the symbols that they wrote down before. In the fifth lesson, children programed the NXT robot ladybugs to eat the aphids avoiding the predators from catching them by pressing buttons and manipulating NXT robot directly.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Research Questions

The study investigates the following research question: 1) Are preschool children capable of computational thinking with computing lesson through activity-based learning strategies? 2) Are preschool children enhanced in interest in computing with computing lesson through activity-based learning strategies?

4.2 Participants

12 kindergarten children (eight girls and four boys) who were 5 and 6 years old participated in the study. Two 5-year-old females, one 5-year-old male, six 6-year-old females and three 6-year-old males participated, and the average age was 6 years and a month. It was performed in 5 classes for 5 weeks. Every lesson was progressed for 50 minutes.

4.3 The Lesson Environment

The lesson was in the regular classroom without a computer, children were provided with desks and chairs in order to let the children perform the activity sitting down. In addition, there was a space where all children could sit down and listen to stories, and to play activities and games.

5. RESULTS

5.1 The Interest In Computing

When we surveyed young children's interest in computing in a three-point scale, the result is as table 1. The whole positive answers appeared to be 88.3%, usually 8.3%, negative answers are found to be 3.3%. Through open-ended questions, the most common opinion is that programming their own commands to the robot ladybugs was the most interesting part. Young children were also interested in ladybug toys in ladybug board games, and when one ladybug and one aphid toy were distributed to young children, they were happy to touch and move the toys by themselves.
Table 1: The interest in computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Total (persons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can you input algorithm?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 (100)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you make algorithm?</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you want to join the lesson again?</td>
<td>2 (16.6)</td>
<td>10 (83.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you enjoy studying?</td>
<td>2 (16.6)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>9 (75.0)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you want to try a different study associated with it?</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They were also very interested in seeing the NXT ladybug moving by pushing its button as they thought, and they liked to manipulate the NXT ladybug in their team activities. At first, the young children who was in charge of the robot in her own activities was unfamiliar with walking depending on her friend's words, but was delighted to finally arrive at the place where the food was.

5.2 Computational thinking

As a result of observing the appearance of young children in classes, when they are at each step of the process, some of them can do themselves, others were performed with the help of a teacher. Evaluation of the entire activity was used to translate the assessment presented in unit 1.1 of the UK Computing textbooks Key Stage 1. For providing a more fundamental data, we observed the children who attend classes and described what they performed. It was difficult for the children to understand the meaning of programming, but they could perform a given instruction from their point of view. In addition, whenever children who were difficult to distinguish between right and left, when making algorithms, they asked which is right, and which is left. However, children took positive attitude to enter the algorithm to the robot ladybugs. Although some children who did not do very well in the first class, were observed to be successful in the next attempt.

Table 2: Self-evaluation after class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Total (persons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I can follow the command.</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can write command.</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can move the ladybug by command.</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can tell my friends about the command.</td>
<td>4 (33.3)</td>
<td>8 (66.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When playing a board game with ladybug toys, the ladybug is moved by hand toward the destination of young children’s choice, moving their way to capture aphids in a single step. Being asked 'How do you go about eating aphids quickly?' And Sohi painted a way to go with her fingers while she was going, and she thought about the question "Is there a faster way?" In the activity of placing the obstacles on the way to find aphids, and directly entering the up, down, left, and right as a sequence of NXT ladybugs, Minwoo enters command to NXT ladybug with his command arrow shapes. He did not get to where he wanted to be at first attempt, but after several attempts, he was able to get to where he wanted to go.

6. DISCUSSION

In this study, we have constructed a computing class based on activity-based learning strategies that directly interact with concrete objects and experiences from the perspective of young children who are more dependent on perceptual thinking. In addition, three 5-year-old and 6-9 young children were taught. Appropriate objects lead to the young children’s interest, and specific manipulation activities help with their thinking. Also, by acting as a robot by themselves, they get the chance to experience and think of problems at their own disposal, not at the other aspects. And children learned algorithms and algorithmic thinking and abstract thinking with this progress. In first periods, children think how to get to their destination and manipulative materials by hand and think algorithmic thinking through ladybug game. In second periods, children move themselves, and expressed the orderly steps of the body. In third periods, children make their symbols to express, to simplify the language, and to simply manipulate the NXT ladybug robot. In fourth and fifth periods, we provided an opportunity for algorithm thinking through progressing that should a ladybug go to any path to symbolize a way to avoid the enemies, to your destination in order and enter the algorithm ladybug robot. After the lessons, a positive reaction in computing of the children appeared to be 88.3%, "I can do it" in self-evaluation of the activities appeared to be 76.6%. As the results of the observations we found that the children were in different levels of ability in study and performance of the tasks. And it did not have a problem with the performance of all children in the games and activities, but some children have difficulties in writing down algorithm process with language and symbol. However, when children connect it to the input of the robot.
activity, they seemed to enjoy the process, and to symbol them.

Therefore, in this study, it was confirmed that young children were very interested in computing lessons constructed through an activity-based learning strategy and gave high scores in self-evaluation.

7. CONCLUSION

If we agree that computational thinking is the basic skill necessary for everyday life, the education of computational thinking for young children is needed to be universalized like language education, mathematics education and science education for young children. Education of computational thinking using an activity-based learning strategy can be a good alternative for this. The education of computational thinking using the activity-based learning strategy has the following advantages. First, it provides young children with direct experiences through concrete materials, so that the contents necessary for computing education can be presented according to the developmental level of young children. Second, it can provide more concrete and solid learning through the activities in the young children’s point of view. Third, by helping young children to directly touch and manipulate and expand their thoughts, it can induce interest and positive response to young children and provide a sense of accomplishment through direct manipulation. In effect, although a case study, the answers of question investigation of the young children showed a high degree of interest and achievement, and it was observed that the young children, who was not good at the first time in manipulating the object, gradually improved in the next attempt and the next.

Therefore, noting that computational thinking is the core skill in life, constructing a computing program based on an activity-based learning strategy using topics related to computational thinking can be effective in expanding interest and improving computational thinking.

8. LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study is a case study, and a study involving more young children will be needed in future studies. We suggest that future research consider the following points. First, it is necessary to develop various program contents using an activity-based learning strategy. In other words, it is necessary to study about specific objects (useful robots, board games, etc.) suitable for children’s developmental stages and to study specific programs that children use specific objects in. Second, it is necessary to develop a program that meets the characteristics of young children and is linked to the program of the next age. Designing a teacher program for this is also required. Third, it is necessary to design a specific evaluation plan suitable for the characteristics of young children, and more detailed observation and research on the activities of young children are needed. These researches using an activity-based learning strategy for young children will be able to provide a more beneficial program for young children. Also, it is expected to make various studies to improve computational thinking and interest in computing.
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